WORKING OUT the UC Open Access Policy (for Academic Senate faculty)

Scholarly article accepted for publication (after July 24, 2013)

- In an open access journal or as a paid OA article
- In a subscription journal

Sign agreement with publisher (no modification or addendum necessary)

The publication management system will contact you to confirm your publication and to request a copy for deposit in eScholarship or a link to an OA version elsewhere (if available).

Learn more at: uc-oa.info/deposit.

In rare cases, your publisher may request an embargo* or waiver*. Get a form at uc-oa.info

With waiver: No deposit required

*Definitions

Embargo: The delay of public access to an article until a defined time period has passed after the article is published.

eScholarship: UC’s open access repository

Scholarly article: Published research articles, in the broadest sense of the term.

Waiver: The decision to completely opt out of the OA policy for a particular article.

See FAQ at uc-oa.info